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Abstract

ADLs [4, 7, 6]. Moreover, based on our academic and industrial experience on SA modeling for analysis, we realized that modeling for documenting is quite different from
modeling for analysis, and different analysis techniques
usually require different notations. There is not best formalization since it depends on which aspects of architectural design we want to represent and then analyze. Any
time a new slightly different analysis is required, new modeling concepts are needed. This suggests there is neither a
unique language for representing SAs, not a unique fit between UML and ADLs.
Then, can we really advocate a stronger synergy between
UML and ADLs can be created? We believe this possible
and we suggest to approach the problem from a different
perspective: our starting point consists in i) identifying a
core set of architectural elements always required; then, ii)
we create an UML profile able to model the core architectural elements previously identified. iii) We provide extensibility mechanisms to add modeling concepts needed for
specific analysis. Finally, iv) we describe how semantic
links mechanisms can be kept between different notations.
From existing ADLs and from our experience on modeling and analysis of SA, we observe that there are some core
architectural concepts commonly understood by any software architect, while other modeling elements are needed
for specific analysis. We inherit from both xArch [1] and
ACME [3] the idea of identifying a maximum common denominator (a core set) of architectural concepts (point i).
Then, we create the DUALL Y UML profile to model such
core architectural concepts. Since we cannot expect to create a unique fit between UML modeling elements and architectural concepts, instead of providing a thorough and
precise UML-SA profile, we propose minimal extensions
to UML 2.0 in order to make the profile applicable in industrial contexts (point ii). Since our profile covers only
core architectural concepts, DUALL Y provides extensibility mechanisms, at different levels: the UML profile notation for core elements can be extended with additional modeling elements. New diagrams can be introduced. Existent

Many formal languages to describe software architectures (SA) have been proposed so far, but only very few
of them are still supported and used in practical contexts.
Many UML profiles and extensions have been provided
when UML became a standard, in order to model as much
as possible architectural concepts. They permit to specify
specific needs, but the effort in creating a sort of unified
UML-based language for architectures is still not paying.
In fact, since different communities require different information to be put into a diagram, depending on which architectural design aspects should be represented and analyzed, the idea of an unified UML language for SA seems to
be not adequate. Building on these considerations, we propose DUALL Y, a core set of UML concepts, well suited for
SA modeling, together with a framework which provides extensibility mechanisms to adapt the initial notation, in order
to meet different needs.
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Introduction

In a few years, the SA community has observed a proliferation of architecture description languages (ADLs) [7]
for rigorous and formal SA modeling and analysis, and the
introduction of supporting tools.
Although several studies have shown the suitability of
such formal languages for SA modeling and analysis, industries still tend to prefer model-based (semi-formal) notations. In particular, with the introduction of UML as
the de-facto standard to model software systems and its
widespread adoption in industrial contexts, many extensions and profiles have been proposed to “adapt” UML to
model architectures (e.g., [5, 6, 9]). However, while such
UML notations are well suited to modeling some aspects
of software architectures, they fail in modeling others [4].
These extensions permit to reduce the gap between UML
and ADLs, but they still fail in representing all aspects of
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modeling and analysis tools can be integrated. The first two
extensions are performed through UML profiling and metamodeling extensions. The latter extension is supported by a
plugin framework, which permits to easily add new design
or analysis tools (point iii). Finally, DUALL Y permits to
specify semantic links, which allow the specification of semantic equivalences and differences among model elements
(point iv).

2

DUALL Y

Two problems hamper the success of strategies based on
traditional ADLs: 1) languages used by ADLs are generally
formal and sophisticated, making difficult their integration
in industrial life-cycles, 2) it is impossible to construct an
ADL able to support every kind of analysis, since any analysis technique requires additional analysis-specific notations
and models.
DUALL Y merges UML 2.0 and ADLs through a UMLbased notation for Software Architecture descriptions. This
choice is motivated by the fact that UML is the de-facto
standard to model software systems and it is largely approved by the industries. The definition of the UML profile,
able to model the identified core architectural elements, allows the solution of the problem 1.
To overcome problem 2 we outline an extendible framework that permits to add models and to extend existing
ones in order to support the introduction of analysis techniques. Semantic relations are proposed to bind different elements of different models. Semantic links will permit to specify semantic equivalences/differences between
model elements. These semantic relations allows to use the
same modeling and analysis framework (i.e., DUALL Y)
to perform many different analysis, by exploiting equivalences/differences among UML-SA notations. In particular,
it allows to embed the feedback resulting from analysis into
the models. For example, it is intuitive that upon detecting
a deadlock in a software model, a critical component may
be split in two components, and this refinement may heavily affect the software performance. Traditionally, we have
to select an ADL which allows for deadlock analysis (P1)
and an ADL which allows for performance analysis (P2).
We have to provide two specifications in two different languages. We have to run the deadlock analysis tool, get the
feedback, modify the SA and then modify the performance
specification to take into account such changes.
With DUALL Y, instead, we create one profile for P1 and
one for P2. P1 and P2 are introduced into DUALL Y and semantics relations between the profiles are defined. Then, P1
is submitted to deadlock analysis. If some core architectural
elements in P1 are modified, thanks to the semantic relations, this change is propagated to the P2 profile. If changes
in P1 affect only P1-specific elements, than such changes

do not affect P2.
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Conclusions and Future Work

DUALL Y is an ongoing work which provides an extensible UML-based notation for SA modeling and analysis.
DUALL Y is composed by a UML profile for SA modeling, which permits to easily specify SA concepts slightly
extending the UML 2.0 notation. DUALL Y provides extensibility mechanisms and semantic rules which allow the
introduction and integration of UML-based notations and
tools.
In future work, we will validate this initial work by extending the DUALL Y profile with our UML-based notations for SA-based model-checking and testing [8, 2].
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